General facts about Cracow
The official name of Cracow
is Royal Capital City of
Krakow. It is one of the
oldest, largest and most
beautiful cities in Poland.
Cracow is situated in the
south of Poland in the
region of Malopolska which
prides itself not only on the
most
outstanding
and
internationally recognized
Polish city, but also the
highest and most beautiful mountains in the country, the Tatra Mountains,
where the skiing season lasts until May. The population of the city amounts to
about 800 000 permanent residents, but one should bear in mind thousands of
young people from other regions of Poland who study and work here as well as
a growing number of tourists from all over the world. Actually, nowadays the
tourist season lasts all year round because Cracow is the major center of local
and international tourism with more than 5 million visitors annually. In 1978
Cracow was registered as one of the 12 sites on the UNESCO World Cultural
Heritage List and in 2000 it was named a European City of Culture. Cracow was
once a national capital and is still considered by a lot of Poles to be the spiritual
heart of Poland and the capital of culture, art and education. It is home to
several most important state universities and among them to Jagiellonian
University, founded in 1364 as Akademia Krakowska, which was the first Polish
university and the second oldest university in Central Europe. Among the
university's most prominent students were Pope John Paul II and Nicolas
Copernicus, the creator of the heliocentric theory, known as the one who
"stopped the sun and moved the earth". Although Cracow boasts the history of
more than a thousand years, it is often referred to as a very young city due to
over 120 000 young people who study here.
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What interest can be seen in Krakow?
Rynek - Main Square

The Rynek was laid out in 1257 after the Mongol hordes swept through
Cracow. At two hundred metres squared, it became the largest market place in
Europe. It really is vast - and beautiful - to say the least. And yet it never feels
too big, as the Cloth Hall, which runs right down the centre, provides a sense of
balance. Some of the great dramas of Poland's history were played out here,
and it remains one of the most vibrant and inspiring places in the country.
The Rynek has a
great sense of
majesty about it.
And to lap this up,
there are several
vantage points from
which one can view
the square. Many of
the buildings are
very grand, as the
aristocracy wanted
their palaces here.
They went to town
in this respect, lavishing money on their architects. During the summer, when
the cafes bring out their chairs, the entire ring pullulates. It is a good place to
sit and watch the world go by. Indeed, with its buskers and flower-sellers, its
mad pigeons and mime-artists, its wonderfully lively and varied architecture,
the Market Square is never a dull place. It is one of the real joys of Krakow.
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Podziemia Rynku - Rynek Underground

The underground square central museum of Krakow is situated below the
market square of the city and has an area of over 6000 metres square.
Work on the underground square first began at the start of 2009 and last over
a year later.
The main exhibit, “In the footsteps of Krakow’s European identity”, makes use
of holograms constructed by using projectors alongside fog machines and
several dozen screens and projectors to recreate the atmosphere of Krakow
seven hundred years ago. The exhibition allows visitors to see six hundred
models in three dimensions via thirty seven touch screens placed throughout.
Adjacent to the multimedia exhibit and underneath the Sukiennice building lie
the medieval tracts. Visitors explore the medieval exhibits by walking over glass
rams glass ramps that hang over the area.
This part of the museum includes remains of medieval constructions including
amongst others a reconstructed 12th century workshop, Former waterworks,
(Aqueducts).
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The remains of burned settlements amongst others, the oldest of which dates
from the eleventh century.
A reconstruction of a medieval merchant’s stall.
A map depicting distant trade routes.
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Sukiennice - The Cloth Hall

The Sukiennice is one of Cracow's most distinctive buildings. It is best
approached from Florianska street - down the Royal Way. On arriving at the
square the Cloth Hall appears to ripple away before you. It is like some great
sleigh that has come to a triumphant halt in the middle of the Rynek. And if the
roads were to part wide enough, one can imagine the entire thing gliding off
gracefully into the unknown.
The Cloth Hall, as
its name suggests,
was once a main
focus of Cracow's
trade. Merchants
would meet here
and discuss the
state of business,
whilst inside a
lively
bartering
went on. During its
heyday, some five
hundred years ago,
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a rich traffic came in from the East - spices, silk, leather, wax - and Cracow itself
exported textiles, lead and of course salt from the mines at Wieliczka. Cracow,
then a Royal Capital, was amongst the most magnificent cities in Europe. But
this was not to last. The passing of the golden age was hastened by wars and
political ineptitude. And by the time that restoration was touted for the Cloth
Hall in 1870, much of the Old Town was decrepit. Yet a change in political
fortunes for the Galicians ushered in a kind of renaissance - the renovation of
the Cloth Hall was one of the master-strokes of this era.

Kosciol Mariacki - Church of St. Mary's
By nightfall, the Church of St. Mary's is lit up, and it dominates the Cracow
skyline. Its steeple, much like a crown of black icicles, thrusts up to the stars.
On foggier nights, all that one can see is this cupola, hovering like an apparition
in the darkness. From here, on the hour, every hour, (come rain or snow), a
bugle call rings out across
the city.
The Mariacki church is
the largest in Cracow,
and, after Wawel, the
most important place of
worship in Poland. Built
of red brick and with two
towers of unequal height
and form, it is not
conventionally attractive.
However, like many
places in Krakow, it may
well grow on you.
Inside, the church may
not be to everybody's
taste. Crammed with gold
and blues and studded
with
tombs
and
memorials
in
every
conceivable corner, it is a
complete assault on the
senses.
The
recent
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restoration, although done with
great
care,
nevertheless
heightens this excessive quality.
The church is well worth
exploring, however, and if you
are put off by first impressions,
stay a while and have a look at
some of the individual works of
art. For there are some real
treasures here; be they paintings,
tombs or sculptures. The stainedglass windows are magnificent, at
their most impressive at noon on
a sunny day, when light floods in
from outside. They were
constructed
in
the
late
fourteenth century, and are
masterpieces in their own right.
But perhaps the most famous of
all the monuments here, and
understandably so, is Veit Stoss's
extraordinary altar-piece.

Barbakan – Old Principal Gateway to Cracow City
For those pilgrims, merchants and travellers that were bound for Cracow in
times gone by, that first glimpse of a steeple or cupola must have been a
rousing sight. After
the
treacherous
business of ferrying
one's goods (with all
the encumbrances
that life on the road
entailed), here at
last was home.
During that time,
the Middle Ages,
the entire city was
ringed by a system
of walls and moats.
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The Barbican was both a principal gateway and a key element of defence. A
covered passageway linked it to St. Florian's Gate, and by day the city's traffic
passed through. Of course, for any self-respecting foe, Cracow - an immensely
wealthy city - was quite a prize, and it was attacked on many occasions. In
times of siege, reinforcements were hurriedly dispatched along the tunnel,
whilst archers attempted to beat back the marauders from the many windows
and loop-holes.

Today the Barbican has an almost fairy-tale presence. Its seven turrets, like the
pointed hats of some woodland sprite, stand out amidst the trees of the Planty.
In summer months concerts are sometimes held there, whilst during the
daytime it is possible to walk around the interior, explore its nooks, and
imagine those sentries of old. Built in 1499 during the era of the Ottoman
threat, the Barbican has survived, against all the odds, and remains the best
example of its kind in Europe.
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Wawel - The royal castle

Whilst few would argue that this is amongst the most beautiful royal houses of
Europe, it can certainly hold its own in terms of romance. For this sprawling
edifice is very much the Camelot of Poland - a mythical place that is cherished
by Cracovians and Poles alike.
The royal castle has had a decidedly bumpy history, knowing periods of both
great splendour and great humiliation. Once the nerve-centre of one of the
largest and most powerful countries in Europe, it later became the barracks of
what was little
more
than
a
grubby outpost of
the
AustroHungarian Empire.
The last war too
saw fresh trials,
and it was here
that the Nazi
Governor,
Hans
Frank, made his
home.
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Today, on the crest of far-reaching restoration, the castle is in its best shape for
years. Inside, the State Rooms are an obvious starting point, whilst the Treasury
and Armoury are also well worth a look. The Lost Wawel exhibition, which can
be found in the cellars of the west wing, is a remarkable piece of work. It draws
back the curtain on Cracow's earliest days.
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Kazimierz – Old Jewish District

Kazimierz, which lies to the south of the Royal Castle, was once a town in its
own right. With its labyrinthine streets and low-standing houses, it feels like a
different world to the Old Town, and indeed, you may well get lost here.
However, this is not a bad thing,
but very much part of the whole
experience.
The town was founded in 1335
by King Kazimierz the Great, and
as its splendid churches and
synagogues evoke, it was once a
world
of
prosperity
and
tolerance. Yet, despite having set
sail on such promising waters,
the district was not to have an
easy journey. After many ups
and downs, the death-knell for
Jewish Cracow was sounded in
September 1939 with the Nazi
invasion. A whole world was
swept away.
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Today, out of the blue, Kazimierz is undergoing a major renaissance. Both its
Jewish and Christian heritage is being restored, and colour has returned to its
alleys and squares. Just wandering about is an experience in itself, but not to
be missed are the Corpus Christi Church, the Tempel Synagogue and ulica
Szeroka - the heart of the old Jewish district. Either of the two cemeteries, the
Remuh or the New, are also well worth a look. And of the more recent arrivals
the Galicia Museum deserves a special mention.
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Wieliczka – Old Salt Mine

The idea of a fun trip to a salt mine may sound a little dubious. And as you head
out through the suburbs you may wonder just why you are leaving the glories
of the city behind. However, it is not just the antiquity of these mines that
makes them worth the trip (things got fully underway here as early as the
thirteenth century), they are also home to one of the wonders of Poland. This is
the chapel of the
Blessed Kinga, which
to all intents and
purposes is a full
blown church, the
only difference being
that it is 200 metres
undergound,
and
carved entirely from
salt, (including the
chandeliers
that
hang
from
the
ceiling). It is a quite
astounding sight, and
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all the more so as it was carved not by an outsider, but by a group of gifted
miners themselves.

Entering the mines involves a long descent by stairwell, and it feels very much
like a Jules Verne Journey to the Centre of the Earth type adventure. The
chapel of the Blessed Kinga is the undoubted show-stopper, yet it is only one of
several attractions. There are a handful more smaller chapels, including the
seventeenth century chapel of St. Anthony, and a huge underground salt lake.
If Tolkien had seen this place he would probably have got down on his knees
and kissed the salty ground. Venerable guests such as Goethe and Emperor
Franz Josef were themselves suitably impressed. All tours are guided, which
means that sometimes
you cannot linger in the
more
captivating
rooms for as long as
you
might
like.
However, if you have
more than two nights
in the Krakow, or bad
weather strikes, the
mines make a very
worthwhile trip.
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